


1. What professional experience, personal experience, education and or training do you 
possess that makes you a qualified candidate for a member of the Central Committee?
In my 20+ years professional experience, corporate leader salaries grew from about 10X the 
lowest-paid employee to 1000X, not counting outsourcing!  Lean and Project Management 
experience prepares me with know-how to set strategic goals and drive solutions.  IT 
experience prepares me to innovate party fundraising and campaigning.  Motherhood gives me
the motivation to fix this mess we created.

2. What, in your opinion, differentiates traditional/establishment/centrist parties and 
progressives? Do you consider yourself to be a progressive, and why?
Great question.  “Progressive” has become almost meaningless because so many politically 
active people have jumped on the “Progressive” bandwagon.  To me, “Progressive” refers to 
your values and goals to progress with economic, environmental and social justice, values that 
serve as the basis for setting priorities and goals for problem solving.  On the other hand 
“Conservative”, “Liberal” and “Radical” refer to how to go about solving the problems / 
reaching the goals:  a conservative approaches problem solving by making incremental 
changes to the current system, a liberal approaches problem solving by making out-of-the-box 
changes to the current system, and a radical approaches problem solving by building a whole 
new system.

Based on these definitions, many party democrats are actually quite conservative!  This results 
in “traditional/establishment/centrist” party leanings.  For my part, I identify as between liberal
and radical.  (A true radical would be off starting a new party.)

3. What can the Central Committee do to bridge the gap between the different groups of 
voters, such as Progressives, Libertarians, and Democratic Socialists and how, as a Committee 
member would you facilitate that bridge building? 



The Central Committee can vote in changes to replace funding from large corporations and 
billionaires if not all for-profit donors with small-donor, member funding for both the party 
and candidates.   When the party moves away from serving business and corporate interests, 
we can begin the real work to represent the interests of voting constituents.  There is no magic 
to bridge-building - it takes time and direct communication to listen to what constituents’ 
interests really are, and dialogue to build consensus on common ground.

4. How would you promote diversity within the Party?
Working in Frederick County, the DCC can do two very simple things to promote inclusion 
within the Party - eliminate high-dollar events and locate events around the county.  The public
libraries offer fantastic meeting spaces, and the DCC should leverage these in particular.  
When we remember that, by definition, 50% of the county makes less than median income, 
and that this is Frederick County, not Frederick City, we begin to open ourselves to actual 
diversity of thought.

5. Would you support expanding the Primary to include independent voters and how would 
you advocate for that change in Maryland?
I think business and corporate interests will block party reforms like opening the Primary, so 
funding has to be addressed.  I do support open primaries and ranked choice voting, and if an 
opportunity were to arise to open the primaries even before funding is addressed, I would seize
it.

6. As a Central Committee member how do you plan to organize issue campaigns to engage 
voters on important progressive issues? What are some of those issues for you?



As indicated in previous answers, party and candidate funding are of primary concern.  With 
this or other, we-actually-have-progressive-goals-because-we-are-no-longer-bought policies to 
promote, I would leverage modern technology and inclusive county events.  I would look at 
existing ways that FCDCC has engaged voters, and continue with anything that is already 
working.  I also think it’s important for elected officials within the party to be accessible to 
constituents through these county-based channels.



7. How will you reach out to diverse communities and increase their participation in the Party?
What means will you employ to improve voter turnout?
I will offer them a party that is not sold to the highest bidder, or I will not expect improved 
voter turnout.  If I am a lone voice in this reform, it would be inviting participation against 
voter interests.

That said, we must open the primaries, simplify and standardize election calendars, and 
require candidates to participate in a national candidate questionnaire database and “Open 
Checkbook” level-of-transparency operations. As stated above, we must also eliminate “gala-
style” events and replace with events accessible to voters at all income levels to level the 
playing field for access to candidates and elected representatives.

8. What do you see as your most critical function as a Central Committee Member?
The most critical function of the Central Committee Member is to propose and vote on party 
bylaw and/or constitution rule changes.  This is in contrast to the function that will naturally 
consume the most time - beating the street to elect Democrats to local, state and federal 
offices.

9. If Frederick Progressives /Progressive Maryland does not to endorse you for this race, 
would that affect your willingness to work with the group in the future on important issues?
No - I really appreciate the candidate forums, and am a more informed voter because of it.   
What a great public service!



 13. Would you  be willing to support Frederick Progressives priorities by:

● cosponsoring legislation? N/A
● testify in support of legislation? Yes
● write an op ed? Yes
● speaking at progressive events? Yes
● attending meetings? Yes
● meet with our leadership group? Yes
● give updates on shared goals? Yes
● writing letters to endorse a labor 

organizing drive?
Yes

Other:

Note that DCC bylaws do restrict central committee members in ways that may limit activities 
listed above.  In particular, I support the policy of the DCC to remain impartial to candidates 
during the primaries.


